
, we first need to

); and finally we apply the method

an infinite loop). These are the

. Athena identifiers are case-sensitive.





the various logical connectives and quantifiers. We describ



, we first evaluate

augmented with the conclusion of the first deduction

nclusions of the first two

is finally returned as the conclusion



The first one, the application of

the conclusion of the first deduction, that is, in

At the end of the entire composite proof, only the final conclu



block. This is not reflected in (

is an identifier or the wildcard pattern (underscore), and

, we first need to evaluate every

. Now, when all the arguments have been evaluated and we are fin



For example, suppose we have defined

are identifiers and

can appear in place of the identifiers



follows: We first evaluate the phrase
, then we just bind the identifier

is an expression (a procedure application, specifically).

application, specifically).



as the corresponding identifier.

, we first evaluate

as the final result. If not,



, when we prove a theorem and define



as follows. We first evaluate the discriminant



2.10.8 Defining procedures and methods

Users can define their own procedures with the



are identifiers, called the

At the top level it is not necessary to define procedures with

procedure it defines. In that case we say that the procedure is

as its first argument and

For example, since we already defined



Defining a procedure is often a process of abstraction: By mak
entifiers of the expression as

applied anonymously, it is more convenient to give it a name fi



These examples illustrate an important point: When a defined

was defined. was defined (on lines 3–7), the assump-

to define a method



The same alternative notation that is available for defining
for defining methods: Instead of writing

or, in prefix,

was defined)?



phrase we simply look at its first clause body,

look at its first alternative. Finally, any phrase not covere
, or a meta-identifier) is an expression. Thus, the question o

It is important to become proficient in making that determina


